[Participation of beta-endorphin in the regulation of the membrane chemoreactive properties of the cortical neurons in rats].
The subcutaneous administration of beta-endorphin and its endogenic accumulation in the process of elaboration of adaptation to the short-term stress influences is accompanied by the change of chemoreactive properties of rat sensorimotor cortex neurons expressed in increasing of the share of areactive cells and lowering of the share of cells reacting by the response activational form to acetylcholine and noradrenaline led to them microiontophoretically. The reaction intensity of cells, both activational and inhibitory forms to the led neurotransmitters in both experimental groups is significantly lower than in control. The revealed changes of chemoreactive properties of neurons, arising under the influence of the increase of beta-endorphin amount in brain may be one of the mechanisms of its participation in the processes of learning and memory.